
1 Insert the fixture coaxial cable through
the conical connector
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Strip 1/8" from end of the inner wire. Make sure
that the stripped portion is not greater than 3/16".

Loosen (Do Not Remove) the M4 set screw with
the provided 2mm Allen wrench.

Remove the M3 set screw with the provided
1.5mm Allen wrench.
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While inserting the inner wire into the connector look
through the set screw hole to make sure that the stripped
portion of the inner wire contacts end of the connector.

Hold the coaxial cable in place; replace and tighten
the M3 set screw with the 1.5MM Allen wrench. Lightly
tug on the coaxial cable to make sure that the set screw
connection is tight.
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2 Insert the coaxial cable through the flared end

of the strain relief.

3 Slide the outer wrapped wire back to
expose the inner wire.
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Installation instructions for Universal Stone Lighting EZ Jack 

This product is ETL listed and suitable only for indoor dry locations
and approved for use at any height above the finished floor.
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INSTALLATION VIDEO:
Scan this QR Code or visit:
https://tinyurl.com/ejinstall
for a video installation tutorial.
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The strain relief slots should be rotated 90°
away from the M4 set screw.

Slide and push the strain relief completely
into the connector.
This will force the outer wrapped wire to be
inserted into the connector.

Tighten the M4 set screw with the 2mm allen
wrench so that the strain relief holds the outer
wrapped wire in place.
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12 Slide the conical connector over the fixture connector.

To install the fixture, refer to the instructions
provided with the system.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: RISK OF FIRE
Never replace a Xenon (Xelogen) lamp with a regular
Halogen lamp. A regular Halogen lamp requires a
protective glass shield.

Installation instructions for Universal Stone Lighting EZ Jack

TROUBLESHOOTING:

1 Remove all pendants from canopy

2 Turn canopy power on

3 Select one port. Test each fixture in selected port, one by one. Test all fixtures to eliminate all possible shorts.

4 Any fixture that does not illuminate is the culprit. Swap the bulb with a known working one and retest.

5 If fixture fails again, review installation video and reinstall jack.

Multi-light canopy rhythmic flashing: 

Brief flashing indicates a short, often in the EZ Jack. To locate:

1 Remove jack from pendant cord

2 Ensure inner wire is stripped no longer than 1/8”

3 Ensure outer jacket strands are tidy according to video procedure, and strain relief is installed correctly

Single pendant will not illuminate:
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